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Climate and Pandemic Ready Infrastructure. Cultural Community Compliance and BUILD BACK
BETTER. Much ado about everything. Avoid confusion. Pork and puff. Power and punch. From
Wi-Fi to healthcare, and everything in between, it’s all connected and so are we.

Commercial real estate has responded to the pandemic, providing protocols, retrofits and services to
protect the properties and user constituencies and prepare for resiliency from pandemic induced
recession. Build Back Better coupled with $1.8 trillion infrastructure to be authorized by the federal
government for long delayed infrastructure will add jobs and spending to the recovery and welfare
for those in need.

The real estate industry has historically punched out to accommodate Americans with Disabilities
with ADA compliance. All with lessons learned and demonstrated leadership. Now fully vulnerable to
the complexity of the global economy, commercial real estate must sustain these so-called
emergency efforts to enhance the built environment with substantial financial support from the public
sector and community support from its constituencies. The how and the how much will depend on
the local culture.

The Federal Reserve Bank has endorsed Glasgow and declared a highly probable extension of low
interest rate market through late 2022 with a prompt, gradual reduction in balance sheet quantitative
easing (taper the monthly $15 to zero over 12 months). The Fed will continue to monitor closely the
impact on the stability of markets. Full employment is still a primary mission and continues to
challenge traditional measures. Matching jobs and labor is a priority for employers as well as
employees. The prevailing trends in economic expansion and employment gains are forcing
systemic training and outreach activity. And rising wages.

Climate change has broadly induced natural disasters and wrenching environmental degradation.
Commercial real estate must invest against the natural trends. Locational differentiation frustrates
the monolithic strategy and equity of the climate change campaign, specifically funding and



initiatives. Unlike the pandemic with one virus family, so-called climate change impact is a monster
with many, many independent tentacles. Prioritization and allocation are complicated. Game theory.
Not whack-a-mole. Not a national building code or zoning ordinance. Community culture.

Infrastructure legislation and spending are schematic. Working drawings are prepared and being
refined, design-engineered. And change orders will be forthcoming. Community infrastructure is in
dramatic dynamic. Build back better. Mobility, technology, communication, climate change and open
space in a constant evolution, increasing tension, and need for prioritization and allocation. And
mediation. Public bathrooms and benches and chargers and emergency call communications for all,
particularly, elderly, disabled, families, and homeless. Much political pushback on big spending and
proliferation of newly minted infrastructure vocabulary. What’s in and what’s out is still up in the air.

Let’s get it signed and get to work. Get the shovels out. Let’s get moving.
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